AN OPEN, MODERN KITCHEN FEATURES SLEEK SURFACES AND CLEAN-LINED BULTHAUP CABI- NETRY. THE STOOLS
ARE FROM SKRAM.
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When she couldn’t !nd a suitable chandelier for her Barbie’s townhouse, young Anita
Lang disassembled her mom’s crystal bracelet and fashioned her own custom !xture.
“I’ve always been passionate about creating beautiful homes, even when I was little,”
says the Scottsdale, Arizona-based designer. “My mind works very spatially, and I love
the whole process of visualizing and sculpting a space.”

COOL NEUTRALS CRE- ATE AN AIR OF CALM IN A CONTEMPORARY BATHROOM, WITH CABINETS FROM GOODALL CUSTOM CABINETRY AND M
TOPPED WITH CAESARSTONE COUNTERS.

Lang’s parents were German immigrants, and her father built all of the family’s homes.
“When I was 13, my brother, sister, and I spent our summer vacation shingling the
house,” she says. “My parents taught us that we don’t eat unless we work. My dad had
a machine shop where he built semiconductors, and he taught us how to create and
!x things. It was a meaningful way to grow up.”
After living in Maine
and Wisconsin, the
family moved to
Arizona, where Lang
eventually founded
IMI Design in 1992.
She subleased half of
her !rst 400-squarefoot o"ce. “I grew up
in a family of
entrepreneurs, so I’m
careful,” she says. “I
don’t waste money,
and I think e"ciently.
When the economy
LANG KEPT THE EMPHASIS ON THE STUNNING VIEWS IN AN OPEN LIVING AREA,
WITH AN OVERSIZED SECTIONAL SOFA FROM PIANCA THAT INVITES RELAXATION

crashed in 2009, it

WITH AN OVERSIZED SECTIONAL SOFA FROM PIANCA THAT INVITES RELAXATION
AND CONVERSATION.

crashed in 2009, it
taught me to be an
even stronger

businesswoman.”
Today about 40 percent of the !rm’s projects are commercial, balanced by luxury
residences both in the Southwest and beyond. Lang has designed homes from Los
Angeles to New York City and in other countries such as Costa Rica. “The American
West is a great place for a design !rm,” she says. “Our terrain is rugged and unique,
and the landscape inspires interesting architecture that we get to complement as
designers. We can be very innovative here.”

NATURAL LIGHT STREAMS THROUGH THE ABUNDANT WINDOWS IN A SUNNY DINING AREA, WHERE CALLIGARIS CHAIRS
SURROUND A SCULPTURAL DESIGN 528 TABLE. PHOTOS BY DINO TONN

Typically the !rm will be involved from the early planning stages of a project. “Most of
our referrals come from architects,” Lang says. “We work hand-in-hand with them, and
collaborate on the interior features like built-ins, ceiling treatments, staircases, and
!replaces. The furnishings are an extension of what we’ve already started. The
mistakes get more expensive as you go along, so I always advise my clients to get
everyone on board early to save time and money.”
Lang relies on her intuition to guide
her clients and help them de!ne their
style. “As we look at images together,
and they explain what they’re drawn
to, I start to help them articulate what
they want,” she says. “Clients
sometimes know what they like but
have trouble seeing things in context.
The designer can envision the !nal
composition. We achieve the best

LANG CHOSE A PALETTE OF CREAMS, BROWNS, AND GRAYS
FOR AN INTIMATE LIVING AREA. THE SOFA IS BY CIERRE AND
THE ARMCHAIR IS FROM THAYER COGGIN.

results when our clients have faith in
us. If they trust the process, they’ll be
happy.”

A TRIO OF CHROME STOOLS PROVIDES CASUAL SEAT- ING
IN A CONTEMPORARY KITCHEN; CABINETRY WAS
CRAFTED BY LINEAR FINE WOODWORKING. PHOTOS BY
KARYN MILLET.

A STRIKING CLARKE BATHTUB IS OFFSET BY A PHILIP JEFFRIES WALL TREATMENT.

Lang’s designs always begin at the heart of her clients’ emotions, as she explores how
they want to feel while they’re experiencing the spaces. “I think it’s important to feel
nurtured and cocooned in a home,” Lang says. “I enjoy the process of thinking about
how to help each client enjoy their best possible daily life, and then using all the tools
we have to evoke those emotions.”
IMI
Design
has a

has a
division
that
creates
fully
furnished
turnkey

IN AN ELEGANT MASTER BEDROOM, LANG
DESIGNED A SIMPLE PLATFORM BED TO
REFERENCE THE LINES OF THE ARTWORKS AND
FIREPLACE.

residences for real estate developments. “We’re
designing a lifestyle for people, and it takes
THE DINING TABLE IS BY DESIGN 528, AND
THE CHAIRS ARE FROM BRIGHT CHAIR
COMPANY; THE CEILING IS CLAD IN RED
CEDAR.

!nesse to make sure everyone’s needs are met,”
Lang says. “We’re currently working with highend luxury residences at the Talisker Club in Deer
Valley, Utah. In the context of the mountain

aesthetic, people today want simplicity and a cleaner design that doesn’t feel dark or
heavy. I’ve incorporated fresh, natural materials like white oak ceilings, contemporary
stonework, and modern European cabinetry. I don’t use a lot of patterns; instead, I
create visual interest with colors and texture. Classic, timeless design ages gracefully,
reduces waste, and is more ecologically sustainable.”

CUSTOM OVERHEAD FIXTURES BY HINKLEY LIGHTING HIGHLIGHT THE SOARING CEILINGS IN AN OPEN LIVING AREA; THE SOFA IS
BY PIANCA AND THE ARTWORK IS FROM THE PHILLIPS COLLECTION.

Lang also has a line of furniture,
Design 528, named for the 528-hertz
frequency which is said by some to
be the sound of love. From cleanlined dining tables to sleek fourposter beds, each piece is functional,
artistic, and ethically created from a
palette of natural woods, metal, and
textiles. “I’m fascinated by how things
are made,” Lang says. “If a quality

A DEEP SOAKING TUB BY KOHLER CREATES A SPA-LIKE
SETTING IN A SPACIOUS BATHROOM; FIXTURES ARE ALSO BY
KOHLER. PHOTOS BY DINO TONN

piece is created with human hands
using organic materials from nature, it
resonates di#erently than something
cheap made by machines.”

A CUSTOM CHANDELIER ILLUMINATES A NUEVO DINING
TABLE AND EURØ STYLE CHAIRS.

A COLORFUL LOLOI RUG UNDERFOOT INSPIRED THE DESIGN PALETTE FOR A SPACIOUS FAMILY ROOM. THE OVERSIZED SECTIONAL IS
FROM LAZAR, AND THE ARMCHAIRS ARE FROM NOIR. PHOTO BY DINO TONN

She advises her clients to follow their hearts when it comes to choosing art and
accessories. “Buy well, and collect things that speak to you as you curate your home,”
she says. “Think about the overall emotion you want to feel in the space, like serenity
or joy. I believe so much in the power of good design to elevate the human spirit.”

LANG DESIGNED THE ENTRANCE DOOR, WHICH IS HANDCRAFTED FROM MAHOGANY AND COLD-ROLLED STEEL.
PHOTO BY DINO TONN.

